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ESS01 Wavelength scanning type and automatic variable

angle spectroscopic ellipsometer

Ellipsometer ESS01 is a high accuracy and automatic variable incident angle
spectroscopic ellipsometer with the wavelength scanning type for measurement of thin
films in the scientific and industrial environments. The wavelengh range of the same
series instruments can cover from the UV, visible, NIR to FIR.

ESS01 spectroscopic ellipsometer is use to measure the layer structure
parameters(such as thickness, surface roughness) and optical parameters(such as the
refractive index n,extinction coefficient k, complex permittivity ε , etc.) of single and
multilayer nanofilms. It also can measure the optical parameters of the bulk matetial.

ESS01 spectroscopic ellipsometer is suitable for multi-incidence angle measurement
and especially suitable for the new product research and development.

Feature：
● Ellipsometer ESS01 has international advanced sampling methods, high stable
core components, quality design and manufacturing processes, which ensure that
the ESS01 can measure the nanometer film thickness in the order of atomic layer
which precision of the film thickness can reach 0.05nm.
● Ellipsometer ESS01 uses broad spectrum light source, wade spectal scanning
system optical design, which ensure that the instrument has high accuracy in a very
wide spectral range. It is ideally suited to very strict occasions for the spectral range
requirements.
● You can set a number of key parameters of the instrument according to
requirements such as wavelength range, scan step distance, angle of incidence,
which greatly increases the flexibility of the measurement and ensures that it can
measure the sample of demanding requirements.
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● Ellipsometer ESS01 can achieve ellipsometry measurement of high spectral
resolution using the more economical way of wide-spectrum light source and
scanning monochromator, which effectively reduces the overall cost of the
instrument.

Applications
ESS01 series of the multi incident angle spectroscopic ellipsometers is especially

suitable for new product development in scientific research.
ESS01 is suitable for a wide range of material types, including the real-time and

non-real-time detection of dielectric materials, semiconductors, polymers, metal, etc. It’s
spectral range cover the critical point of semiconductors, which is useful for measuring
and controlling the synthesis of semiconductor alloy composition. It is suitable for large
thickness range (from secondary nanometers to about 10μm).

ESS01 series can be used to measure the thickness of the monolayer and multilayer
nanofilms on the glossy substrates, the refractive index n and extinction coefficient k. Its
applications include microelectronics, semiconductors, integrated circuits, display
technologies, solar cells, optical film, life sciences, chemistry, electrochemistry, magnetic
media storage, flat panel display, polymer and metal surface treatment, etc. Film related
applications are physics, chemistry, information, environmental protection. The typical
applications such as:

● The semiconductor: for example, dielectric films, metal films, polymer, resist,
silicon, PZT film, laser diodes GaN and AlGaN, transparent electronic devices, etc.

● Display board: TFT、OLED、plasma display panels, flexible display panels, etc.
● Functional coatings: antireflection type, self-cleaning type, electrochromic type,

mirror optical coatings, as well as polymers, oils, the surface coating and treatment of
Al2O3.

● Biological and chemical engineering: the organic thin film, LB film, SAM film,
molecular layer of proteins, the adsorption film, surface modification, liquids, etc.

● In the field of energy saving: LOW-E glass, etc.
ESS01 series can also be used to measure tthe refractive index n and extinction

coefficient k of bulk material. Its application areas include solid (metals, semiconductors,
media, etc.), or liquid (pure substance or a mixture). The typical applications such as:

● The development of new glass product and quality control, etc.
Technical Specifications

Item Description

Spectral range ES01V:370-1000nm

ES01U:245-1000nm

Spectral resolution Settable

Single measurement time Typically 0.6s/ wavelength/ point , depending on the

measurement mode
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The accuracy δ（psi）:0.02°, δ(delta):0.04°

(Transmissive mode when measuring air)

Repeatability of film thickness measuring 0.05nm (for the 100nm SiO2 film on the Si substrate)

the precision of the refractive index 0.001 (for the 100nm SiO2 film on the Si substrate)

Angle of incidence 40°-90° automatic adjustment

Optical structure PSCA(The accuracy is high when Δis in the vicinity of

0°or 108° )

Measuring the maximum size of the sample Φ200mm

Sample position adjustment The range height adjustment : 10mm

2-D tilt adjustment : ± 4 °

Sample alignment The alignment system is optical autocollimation of

microscopic and telephoto.

Software Multi-language interface switching.

The preset items for shortcuts with.

Safe permissions management

mode(administrator,operator)

Convenient material database and a variety of chromatic

dispersion model libraries.

Rich model database.

Options Automatic scanning sample stage.

Focusing lens

Note:(1)Measurement repeatability is the standard deviation of the continuous
measurement 30 times for standard sample at the same point and under the same
conditions
Optional accessories:

● NFS-SiO2/Si Nanofilm standard sheet of SiO2.
● NFS-Si3N4/Si Nanofilm standard sheet of silicon nitride.
● VP01 Vacuum pump
● VP02 Vacuum pump
● The sample cell
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	Feature：

